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This book, the 7th grade level of Vocabulary from Latin and Greek Roots, was formerly known as

Vocabulary from Latin and Greek Roots - Level I. Help 7th grade students develop the skills they

need to decode thousands of English words with Vocabulary from Latin and Greek Roots Book I. 

Students who are capable of determining the meanings of words they've never seen before have a

distinct advantage on challenging reading assignments, whether in the classroom or on

standardized tests. Vocabulary from Latin and Greek Roots helps you give your students this

advantage. It shows students how thousands of words share common elements: roots, prefixes,

and suffixes derived from Latin and Greek. If students understand what these common elements

mean, they'll be better equipped to understand unfamiliar words at first sight. Exercises for each

lesson require students to use each new word several times in different contexts, answer

multiple-choice questions after reading short passages, use their knowledge of roots, prefixes, and

suffixes to define new words from context, and much more. Why should you use Vocabulary from

Latin and Greek Roots? -- It saves you dozens of hours spent creating vocabulary lessons on your

own. -- You'll teach students the elements of thousands of words. -- You'll give students practice

determining the meanings of words from their contexts. -- Your students will remember these words

long after class is over. Note from the publisher: We offer a Teacher's Edition of this book, but we

don't sell it to students. Call us at 800-932-4593 to order.
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I am a Latin teacher who was looking for a workbook on English derivatives. These volumes fit the

bill admirably. The format is superb: each chapter starts with a list of important Latin words and



under each Latin word a list of English derivatives from that word. Then in subsequent sections of

the chapter the students are exposed to the derivatives in a number of different contexts. There

even is an exercise in which students are coached in figuring out English words which they haven't

seen before from the Latin words they learned in the chapter. The whole thing is a model of clarity

and unpretentiousness. I did notice some inaccuracies (I believe that adjacent is listed as deriving

from jacio when it actually comes from jaceo), but this is minor compared to the service the series

offers (and there are a lot of them!). Thank you.

Perhaps it's my fault for not reading too deeply into it.I'm currently in college studying towards a

degree in epidemiology. I wanted to get some roots down because they are everywhere in

science....I thought this would be a book of just some roots or something [I really didn't know what to

expect].Instead, I was presented with a workbook that slightly resembled my 6th grade grammar

workbook. Huh. Very reminiscent of better albeit boring times. I haven't tried it out, but I wanted to

make that part noted for anyone interested in purchasing this book.It's roughly the size of a normal

sheet of paper [8.5x11? or so] and is pretty thin. I got the package in the mail and was so confused

as to what would be inside...I was expecting a little pocket book or something. No problem though;

as long as it does its job, then great. Will report back after using it.

Disappointing...not what I was looking for. Hard to tell from the description. Returned it with no

problem.

We have been using this in schooling our kids. I am very happy with this series of vocabulary books.

This was great for 7th grade homeschool. It breaks words down to the root. It is a great tool for

learning word meanings and how to spell words. We did a vocabulary test out of each unit. My son

was able to learn the words so well from the exercises he only misspelled two out of the entire book.

Also, he was able to complete the units with no help.

I give it three stars because there are no answer keys included. I also didn't realize that there was

no way for me to print the pages so my student could use the exercises the book already contained.

It was necessary for me to re-write portions of each lesson I wanted her to do--very inconvenient but

overall, still a good book for what it does offer.



While it helps with testing, this book made my students hate me just a little bit more than required.

My therapist had a field day.

We are homeschooling and this book has been an essential piece of our lessons! My daughter is

working on 4/5th grade work and this has been a bit of a challenge, but she does great with it and it

has helped her spelling as well as her understanding of new words -- she is able to break them

down very easily and come up with very close definitions! This is a Must have!!
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